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Finding your way through the Practical Examination: Nail Technology provides clear, detailed
information on all procedures required by state boards for the practical exam. Helpful tips,
checklists, and activity bedding reinforce learning. This interactive, practical review publication
contains: worksheets, note areas, reviews and useful evaluations. Basic methods are discussed,
with major emphasis placed on basic safety and sanitation issues and techniques. This
workbook provides everything a student requirements to know to ready for the useful exam. Not
all condition boards require that procedures be performed the same way, and this book provides
options, in order that students can be prepared for their particular state's methods.
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EXPENSIVE book not made for kindle. I WANT MY MONEY BACK! It also contains answers that
will prepare you for your nail tech license, I'd say this was a well worth buy, most nail tech
programs require all students possess this book, so before signing up for any beauty college
you should already have this book at hand. I've spend many hours racking your brains on how I
can get my money back on this VERY COSTLY book that is unreadable. This book isn't
designed for kindle and is quite difficult to read. The publication appears as a tiny square in the
center of the screen (it generally does not even cover the entire screen) and you can't switch the
font. You need to enlarge it by stretching with your two fingers, then move the web page laterally
and up and down to read. Great!. I am extremely unsatisfied. Helpful guide to nail technology
That is a helpful book with regards to nail technicians learning the basics of nail technology, the
majority of what the book informs you of is precautions, rules, procedures, chemistry, anatomy
of our body and nails.! It is complete, up to date and accurate on all of the latest nail tendencies
and health requirements for the nail salon. What every Nail Tech should own! This book is a top
quality purchase with glossy photos and expertly written information. The only con was that the
books pages were currently falling out due to continuous reading. We am apprenticing to
become nail technician. The seller delivered quickly and the reserve arrived in excellent
condition. I am very satisfied with this purchase! Five Stars Needed this for classes - excellent
book. It is an excellent supply for anyone interested in learning Nail Technology. I was
recommended by previous cosmetologist , this book will not let you down . Not really necessary,
but if you want to have matching books and so are a neat freak I recommend you get this
workbook that accompanies your textbook. This is a great book ! Not essential, but useful.
Become familiar with so a lot of things from how nail techniques had been born from early
civilizations to learning how to do nails . I'D LIKE MY MONEY BACK! Great book to help you
become knowledgeable about nails, anatomy and diseases of fingernails. Exellent preperation
for state boards I went to Nail Tech school years ago and never renewed my license, We decided
10 years later to go back and obtain it, this book was extremely thorough in preparing me!
Calling almost all nail techs ! I'm need jobs Longtime year go the test super easy and now We
don't know why I choose the book , when We go test i m still failed many period I don't know
why ,maby insufficient money for them My lender don't have money too many check,I'm need
careers Longtime year go the test very easy and now I don't know why ,they don't really let
people pass the test,they let people failed 10 period I am very sad for people if they need jobs
One Star Book won't read alound simple yet informative Great foundation for nail techs to be.
Simple, clear and educational. Love the layout and how they provide detailed pictures ..! book
takes awhile to ship right here but in a good quality. The book takes awhile to ship here but in a
good quality.
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